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RECOMMENDATIONS

1.Consider how important SEO is to this website and its overall strategy. The site looks like a one-pager + help center + blog that aims to educate and increase

awareness around the app for small businesses. If the main goal is getting freelancers on-board, how is this conversion measured? If it's through app downloads

(clicks on the button) then SEO would be important for mobile performance as they wouldn't be able to download the app on desktop. Is it only available on iOS as

well? Currently for mobile, the website is not ranking in Canada for any keywords in the top 100 and only has 2 keywords in the top 100 for Google US mobile with

'glance pay' at number 8 and 'pay me' at number 18. There's a ton of potential to rank better on mobile for your target keywords, increase tra�c, and eventually app

downloads and conversion rates. 

 

2. Following on from the point above, it would be bene�cial to plan out a keyword strategy that looks at your target (main) keywords you want to rank for, as well as

secondary (industry) keywords, as well as your branded keywords. Make a list and then plan some content to drive rankings for these keywords. One aspect to

improve from the SEO audit is consistent usage of main keywords across your headings and important html tags. 

 

3. This is a relatively new site (launched around August 2018?) so it is hard to rank for SEO right off the bat. It takes months for a new site to establish search

rankings. The site's technology pro�le is set up nicely for SEO and its audit score is great. The one area to improve could be social media integration to get people to

promote and share the site. Be careful of adding social media functionality that slows down performance though, especially when it comes to WordPress plugins. 

 

4. One area you could improve quite considerably is on your page size: 2.68MB is too big for a page like this and can be optimized to be smaller. The Google mobile

pagespeed score of 30% also explains why it's not ranking as well on mobile search rankings as on desktop. You should aim to get that score at least around the

70% mark. Consider our one-time technical optimization plan to boost site speed and performance.

CONSIDER OUR PLANS

Audit Sources: Built With | SEOptimer | Google Mobile Test | SEM Rush | GT Metrix | Google PageSpeed Insights | Unbounce Page Analyzer

SPEED & TECHNICAL OPTIMIZATION SCORE

DesktopDesktop

Mobile 30Desktop 95

WordPress Divi Website | SSL installed | Passes Google Mobile Test

Google Analytics & Yoast present | CloudFlare hosted & CDN 

(DEC 2018) Total = 5  |  Top 3 = 0  |  Top 4-10 = 0(DEC 2018) Total = 20  |  Top 3 = 1  |  Top 4-10 = 2

Total Backlinks 371  |  Referring Domains 11  |  Referring IPs 17  |  Authority Score 9% Ask to �nd out which keywords you rank for

Key recommendations based on 
your current website’s audits. 


